NKBA STUDY GUIDE: SMALL BATHROOM

design by:
Danielle Burger, CKBD - Kitchen Vitality Design
1. ELONGATED TOILET BRAND ABC, MDL. 123
2. VANITY BRAND ABC, MDL. 234
3. UNDERMOUNT SINKS BRAND ABC, MDL. 345
4. FAUCETS BRAND ABC, MDL. 456
5. MIRRORS 24X48 BRAND ABC, MDL. 123
6. GLASS PANEL 40X72 LOW IRON CLEAR 3/8 TEMPERED GLASS
7. TUB SHOWER ROUGH AND TRIM BRAND ABC, MDL. 123
8. SOAKING TUB BRAND ABC, MDL. 234 POLISHED CHROME DRAIN BRAND ABC, MDL. 345

FLOOR PLAN SPECIFICATIONS:
CONSTRUCTION PLAN

1/2" = 1'

CONSTRUCTION LEGEND:

EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN

NEW WALL TO BE ADDED

BLOCKING FOR FUTURE GRAB BARS 34" AFF

SOUND INSULATED WALLS

Danielle Burger, CKBD
Kitchen Vitality Design

NKBA Study Guide: Small Bathroom
DRAWINGS PROVIDED BY: ams

DATE: 7/14/2017

ELEVATIONS

NOTES:
1. EVERSTONE DORE FLOORING; 23 3/8" x 23 3/8" TILES
2. GINGER TISSUE HOLDER; G406SN SATIN NICKEL
3. MATTERHORN GRANITE COUNTER; 12" SQUARE MITERED EASED EDGE
4. CUSTOM TEAK WALL CABINET
5. STAINLESS STEEL COUNTER SUPPORT
6. KOHLER TOILET; K3811-0/K4664-0 WHITE
7. HANSGROHE WALL MOUNT FAUCET; AX38118001 BRUSHED NICKEL
8. KOHLER UNDERMOUNT SINK; K2361-B11 ICE
9. TEAK WALL TREATMENT; 2" x 12" TILES

ELEVATION A

1/2" = 1'
DRAWINGS PROVIDED BY: ams
DATE: 7/14/2017

ELEVATION D
1/2" = 1'

ELEVATIONS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
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